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Abstract 

According to the principal of legality in laws, criminalization and penalty must be 

stated in a specific law frame through which targeted justice can be achieved. This is 

followed by the Saudi and Egyptian lawmakers in drugs crimes in particular.  The two 

lawmakers agreed to draw a special law for drugs crimes to fight this crime strictly 

and prevent its abuse due to its danger on national and international economy as well 

as the world destruction that enemies of humanity aim at.  Saudi and Egyptian's anti-

drugs law comprised the crimes of obtainment  an acquisition which are considered of 

the most common kinds of crimes. Due to misconception of such two crimes, the 

Egyptian and Saudi lawmaker condemned both of them and punished the doer.  This 

is what made us tackle these two crimes contained in the thesis in three chapters, The 

first chapter discusses their fundamentals in order to reach the origins of these two 

crimes, the second chapter highlights the stated penalties against them in the light of 

both Saudi and Egyptian laws, the third chapter demonstrates the authorities that are 

charged with pursuing, investigating and the indictment of these two crimes in 

specific, and drug related offences in general.  Research led revealed that acquisition 

is a form of obtainment that can not e different from. This is what the Islamic 

jurisprudence proved upon which Saudi law stands. This fact is also assured by the 

Egyptian civil law which is candied the base of Egyptian law.  The study revealed that 

Saudi lawmaker defined acquisition similarly like the obtainment definition. This 

made the specialist of applying anti-drugs laws embarrassed by applying such 

regulation especially we do not find any Application of judicial related to acquisition 

in due to definition ambiguity. Meanwhile, the Egyptian law left the definition of 

acquisition and obtainment to jurisprudence and judiciary.  

 


